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TFASA (Test Flying Academy of South Africa), is the go-to provider of test flight and 
specialist flying training for Asia and other progressive nations across the world

As the only independent test pilot school outside Europe and the 
Americas, at TFASA, we can do things differently – we put our clients’ 
needs first whilst ensuring that all students are at the heart of each 
course. We tailor our course content, resources and delivery methods 
to meet your requirements, rather than assuming every customer will be 
satisfied with a ‘one size fits all’ approach. 

All our operations have local government support, ensuring that 
our agile and flexible services come with the highest levels of 
professionalism, certification and adhere to all the regulations.

WORLD-CLASS TRAINING, DESIGNED FOR YOU

TEST FLYING ACADEMY 
OF SOUTH AFRICA



Experienced

Agile

Dynamic

Flexible

Efficient

TFASA PEOPLE

AT HOME IN OUR HOME OR YOURS

WORLD-BEATING TEST FLIGHT AND SPECIALIST
 FLYING TRAINING

We have a core team of the very best in their field – pilots, test pilots, engineers, instructors, 
strategists and support staff – and retain the services of highly-qualified consulting personnel 
so that we can flex to meet your specific requirements. 

• To join the TFASA team, all our personnel must be fully-qualified with extensive      
   experience and keep up to date with all the latest developments in their area of expertise

• Our test pilots and flight test engineers are ‘class one’ graduates from internationally                   
   recognised test pilot schools. TFASA is a corporate member of the Society of          
   Experimental Test Pilots

•  Our teachers and instructors have taught in international environments for many years

•  Our leadership team is drawn from some of the most influential companies and   
    organisations in the aerospace world, all with experience of international operations 
    and relations

Our home base in South Africa is any pilot’s dream, with great weather and airspace 
access for all kinds of flying operation, from flight testing to training missions. We 
are truly independent, with access to all the fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, ground 
equipment, instructors, specialists and support operations we need to deliver the 
broadest range of services. We draw on our network of international partners and 
governments whenever required.

We can carry out your training in South Africa, or set up in your home nation – 
alternatively you can combine the best of both options. We will be there for as long as 
you need us, whether that is for a week, or a complex five-year programme.



FLIGHT TESTING

We offer safe, comprehensive aircraft and systems testing evaluation and 
certification conducted by experienced, qualified test pilots and FTEs

TFASA PROVIDES FLIGHT TESTING & DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT FOR:

•  Performance
•  Handling Qualities
•  Stability and Control
•  Weapons Systems
•  Avionics Systems
•  Integrated Cockpit Design and Human-Machine Interface (HMI)
•  Flight Control Systems 
•  Air Data Calibrations
•  Aircraft Envelope Expansion
•  Operational Test and Evaluation
•  Civil Certification to FAR / EASA Requirements



TEST PILOT AND 
FLIGHT TEST ENGINEER TRAINING

We are known for training the best students from around the world to the highest levels required 
by their organisation. We teach them how to take an aircraft, its stores and its systems to the limit – 
while safely and effectively achieving their mission.

We train pilots, fl ight test engineers and instrumentation specialists, giving them the skills and 
understanding they need to take their place in the exclusive world of professional fl ight testing, 
ready for the role that awaits them and the challenges ahead.   

•  Graduate, Class 1, TP/FTE (FW & RW)
•  Class 2 (FW & RW) 
•  Modern Avionic Systems
•  Weapons and Avionic Systems Testing

FLIGHT TEST COURSES INCLUDE:



Our former-military pilots – all qualifi ed fl ying, weapons and tactics instructors with operational 
experience on attack helicopters and fourth and fi fth generation fi ghter aircraft – are perfectly 
suited to deliver the full range of tactical training. They have delivered training for air forces, naval 
services, coastguards, army air and commercial companies with a range of assets including:

• Military fi xed-wing aircraft and helicopters (including attack helicopters)
• Simulation and effective briefi ng and de-briefi ng tools

•  Fighter Lead-in Training (FLIT)
•  Fighter Weapons Instructor Course (FWIC)
•  Operational Test & Evaluation (OT&E)
•  Night Operational Qualifi cation including NVG Training and Supply

• Attack Helicopter Weapons Instructor
• Night Vision Goggle Training
• Night Operational  Qualifi cation (NVGs)
• Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR)

OPERATIONAL PILOT AND 
SPECIALIST TRAINING

FIXED WING OPERATIONAL COURSES INCLUDE:

HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL COURSES INCLUDE:HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL COURSES INCLUDE:



•  Special procedures and maintenance support resources for ex-military jets
•  Aircraft assembly, repairs, rebuilds, fi nal checking and air testing of both type-certifi ed and       
    non-type certifi ed aircraft
•  Maintenance, major overhauls and modifi cation for all our training aircraft and modifi ed test  
    pilot school aircraft
•  Administration of certifi cates of airworthiness (type-certifi ed aircraft) and ‘authority to fl y’   
    certifi cates (non-type certifi ed aircraft)
•  Periodic maintenance against approved maintenance schedules
  

TFASA is the go-to provider for test fl ight and specialist fl ying training for Asia and other 
progressive nations across the world. With TFASA there is nowhere you cannot go. 
Contact us now and experience what we can achieve together.

AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING 
CONSULTANCY SERVICES & SUPPORT

We maintain and modify both type-certifi ed and non-type-certifi ed aircraft (ex-military 
piston and jet aircraft), helicopters, as well as our own South African training fl eet. 
Our engineers are fully-approved and accredited, and also work to ensure our own 
continuous operations. 

As an approved Design Organisation we can support your upgrades and 
modifi cation programmes across the board. Our extensive engineering 
teams have delivered:

•  Research & Development
•  Sensor Upgrades & Enhancements
•  Specialist Design Support – Embedded Training Systems
•  Bespoke Mission Planning Systems
•  Flight and Mission Simulations

HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL COURSES INCLUDE: TFASA YOUR INTERNATIONAL PARTNER



info@tfasa.com
www.tfasa.com

“Through exploration to knowledge”


